DIY
+
DATA:
Taking healthcare
to the next level

STUDY
HIGHLIGHTS
We have entered an era in which
people are becoming increasingly
aware of their health, to the point
where it is a primary focus of
their lives. Simultaneously, we are
moving beyond a “one pill for every
ill” approach, seeking instead to
maintain good daily habits.
Our growing comfort with
self-monitoring and the current
ubiquity of data have made people
hungry for knowledge and also
more tolerant of sharing their
most personal information.
Nearly two-thirds of our survey
respondents said they would
want to know whether they are
prone to develop a disease even
if prevention or a cure were highly
unlikely. We fear being left in the dark
more than we fear the incurable.

These shifts from cure to
prevention and from reactive to
proactive help to explain why so
many of us are willing to access
and analyze our genetic material.
Currently, around 7 in 10 global
respondents would submit to
a DNA test to evaluate their
potential health risks. Beyond
basic testing, around half of us are
already willing to have our DNA
edited. For this ultimate cure to
become mainstream, a number of
barriers will need to be overcome.
In this study of 9,447 adults in 27
countries, Havas Group explores
consumers’ evolving relationship
with their personal health, the
growing role of data, and the
implications of both for healthcare
providers and brands.
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A focus on tomorrow.

Data is the new doctor.

People feel a sense of control——
and responsibility——over their
health. Most believe that what they
do today will determine how well
they will live as they age. More than
6 in 10 feel they can stave off major
diseases by making good nutrition
and lifestyle choices now.

More than 3 in 4 Prosumers believe
that data mining will allow scientists
to accurately predict and prevent
diseases. A slight majority believe
that supercomputers will ultimately
cure all diseases.

Tech companies
are taking over the
health industry.

DNA data is the
ultimate health hack.

Healthcare providers need
to embrace the future.

With so many people willing to
have their DNA analyzed or even
modified, the traditional approach
to health has been turned on
its head. Rather than adapt our
lifestyles to diminish the effects
of our “bad” genes, we now
have the option of recoding
our DNA instead.

The modern healthcare consumer
demands accessibility, convenience,
and speed. Already, three-quarters
of Prosumers would like to connect
with their doctors digitally. And 4 in
10 believe healthcare providers will
soon be competing with in-home
robotic alternatives.

Two-thirds of Prosumers think
technology startups will push
aside pharmaceutical companies
to become the major players in
healthcare. For most, this is a
welcome scenario, as tech firms
hold the promise of unlocking
innovations that put
patients over profits.

Optimism for the future
of healthcare is linked
to technophilia.

Pharmaceutical
companies must shift
from cash to care.

Citizens of countries that have
fully embraced this century’s digital
revolution are significantly more
hopeful about the direction in
which healthcare is moving.
These are the markets most
open to advances such as robotic
doctors and DNA hacking.

Barely half our global respondents
trust drugmakers to provide them
with safe medications. And only
around a third trust healthcare
companies in general to do the right
thing. If they are to compete with
the tech giants, drugmakers will
need to demonstrate that they are
putting people over profits.

Regardless of what industry a
brand is in, health and wellness
offers a vital opportunity to
forge meaningful connections.
In this report, we explore ways
brands can and should be
helping customers navigate their
individual health journeys.
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1

HEALTH AND
WELLNESS
IS ALL
PERVASIVE

Health is a central concern of
humans. It always has been. The
ancient Greeks used holy water,
mercury, and bloodletting to treat
common ailments. Traditional
Chinese medicine centered on

herbal remedies and acupuncture.
What is different today, apart
from advances in science, is the
proactive approach people take
toward health. Whereas long-ago
cultures considered healthcare the

sole province of the deities and
professional practitioners, today
individuals are taking control of
their own bodies and medical care
in ways never before seen.

In this study, Havas Group explores
consumers’ evolving relationship
with their personal health, the
expanding role of data, and the
implications of both for healthcare
providers and brands.

Health Is a 21st-Century Value
We know from our 2012
Prosumer study that what
scares people most is not death
but the idea of living in poor
health. Nearly three-quarters
of respondents in that study
would refuse to take a pill that
ensured they would live to age
100 if it came without guarantees
regarding their mental and
physical health. Most people are
not just sitting around hoping
for the best. They recognize that
being proactive about health
maintenance is the best way to
ensure they live better longer.
And so health and wellness
has emerged as the ultimate
DIY project.

This health optimization trend is
not simply about feeling fit today,
but about averting illness down
the road. In our 2018 global
study, 69% of Prosumers agreed
that the lifestyle habits they
maintain today will determine
whether they develop cancer or
other diseases. Healthcare is no
longer about popping a pill for
every ill; it is about establishing
daily practices that stop us from
becoming sick in the first place.

The lifestyle habits I have today will determine whether I
develop cancer, Alzheimer’s, or other diseases as I get older

69%

58%

PROSUMERS

MAINSTREAM

Health is not just a personal
matter, however. In this century,
it has permeated virtually
every aspect of our lives. It is
affecting what people eat, what
products they buy, how marketers

communicate, what benefits and
perks employers offer, how people
spend their leisure hours, and
more. Health is no longer about
illness; it is about wellness. And
that is a 24/7 job.

% agreeing strongly/somewhat
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Health Is a Moral Value
Healthcare is also a global crisis.
Aging populations, sedentary
lifestyles, and other factors are
driving up costs, and societies
are scrambling to keep pace. The
communal impact of these costs
means one’s health is no longer
entirely personal. And there is
more pressure to care for
oneself in a responsible way.
This implicit pressure can be seen
in the fact that around two-thirds
of Prosumers are more likely to
post about their healthful activities

and behaviors than about their
unhealthful ones. Wretched be
she who goes on a hike and
forgets to take selfies!
On social media, I am more likely
to post about the healthy things
I do than the unhealthy things

Individuals should share in the burden of
paying for their healthcare expenses; it
should not be the sole responsibility of
governments and employers

My taxes should not be used to help pay
for the healthcare of people who get sick
because of their bad/unhealthy habits

42%

TOTAL

34%

TOTAL

% agreeing strongly/somewhat

67%

PROSUMERS

% agreeing strongly/somewhat

People who smoke
and/or are overweight

Are putting society at risk

PROSUMERS

26%

MAINSTREAM

24%

(Choose all that apply.)

Despite such pressures, most
of us do not want to see people
penalized for their poor health,
even if we consider them at fault.
Only around 1 in 3 respondents
believe that people who get sick as
a result of their bad choices should
be denied taxpayer funding. And
only 8% believe that those with

largely self-inflicted ailments
should be denied insurance
coverage. This is despite the
fact that around a quarter
of the global sample believe
that people who are overweight
or who smoke are putting
society at risk.

Should be required to pay
more of their healthcare costs

Should not be covered by
the healthcare system

PROSUMERS

2 5%

PROSUMERS

7%

MAINSTREAM

24%

MAINSTREAM

8%
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Health Is a Brand Value
Our obsession with wellness
affects virtually every consumer
industry, from food and beverages
to cosmetics, travel, apparel,
entertainment, and more.
Savvy brands are establishing
themselves as critical allies in
people’s individualized health
journeys, whether that means
placing lumbar supports in cars,
embedding health monitors in
clothing, or adding superfood
ingredients to packaged snacks.
In exchange, health components
are creating brand value and
providing opportunities for
brands to forge more meaningful
connections with consumers in
just about every category.

No two people share identical
health journeys, but most of us
have a need in common: guides,
sources of inspiration, and helpers
who will assist and encourage
us along the way. Such helpers
are particularly important at a
time when the healthcare system
has become harder than ever to
navigate. Nearly half of Prosumers
and millennials admit to not feeling
comfortable making health-related
decisions for themselves or their
families. And around half the global
sample feel that the system is not
doing enough to empower them to
manage their health.

Healthcare is getting so complex that I no longer feel
comfortable making decisions for myself or my family

PROSUMERS

48%

MAINSTREAM

4 4%

The healthcare system is not doing enough
to empower me to manage my health

PROSUMERS

62 %

MAINSTREAM

5 1%

Consequently, many people
are looking to brands for help.
In fact, 8 in 10 Prosumers
and nearly two-thirds of the
mainstream believe brands
actually have a responsibility to
help people adopt more healthful
habits. This attitude is especially

Brands have a
responsibility to
help people adopt
healthful habits

prevalent in Asia, with agreement
levels of 80% or higher in China,
India, the Philippines, Malaysia,
Indonesia, and Myanmar. In
Europe, agreement levels dip to
just 39% in Denmark and 45% in
the Czech Republic.

80%

64%

PROSUMERS

MAINSTREAM

% agreeing strongly/somewhat
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WHO IS DOING IT BEST
Whether offering more personalized medical care or empowering people to take more
control over their bodies, brands in a variety of industries are helping their customers to
live more healthfully.
Pillo is a voice-activated in-home healthcare
companion. Think: Amazon Echo, but way cuter
and with the ability to dispense medications.
The tamper-proof device holds up to 300
tablets and emits reminders when the pills
need to be taken. A video interface lets the
user chat with caregivers.
Nimble Pharmacy takes the hassle out of
prescriptions by delivering medications to
the patient’s door at no additional cost. Users
can manage their refills and speak to a patient
advocate or pharmacist via the app.

Not convinced your current diet is right for
you? Habit will create a personalized nutrition
plan based on your DNA, metabolism, and
body metrics. For an additional fee, the
service provides four weeks of coaching,
including nutrition support, personalized
eating strategies, and tracking tools.

Given how much time we spend in our cars
these days, it is no surprise that automakers
are working to add health components.
In conjunction with a German university,
Ford is working on systems that will monitor
the driver’s heart rate and other vital signs.
The company is exploring the possibility of
integrating asthma, diabetes, and allergy
monitoring as well.
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2

DATA
AS HEALTH
DEFENDER

An essential reason people
are more proactive about their
health today is that they can be.
The ubiquity of data and the
accessibility of medical information
have not just made people more

knowledgeable; they have also
given us a sense of responsibility
for our own health management.
When we feel an ache in our
stomach or see a growth on our
leg, we take to the internet to

I would like to know whether I am likely to develop a
disease even if prevention or a cure is highly unlikely

get people’s opinions and gather
information and insights. We
buy gadgets and install apps that
monitor our vital signs and track
our physical progress. So insatiable
is our desire for unfettered access

If my DNA test revealed that I would develop a
disease for which there is no cure: (Select one.)

PROSUMERS

7 3%

MAINSTREAM

59 %
I would not
want to know

I avoid visiting doctors/hospitals because
I am afraid they will find something bad

I would still
like to know

2 1%

PROSUMERS

22%

MAINSTREAM

2 5%

% agreeing strongly/somewhat

to our personal health data that
it even extends to conditions we
cannot control. We fear being
left in the dark more than we
fear the incurable.

PROSUMERS

79 %
PROSUMERS

28 %
MAINSTREAM

72%
MAINSTREAM
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Quantified Me
We know from our earlier research that
around half of Prosumers use at least one
digital app or device to monitor their health.
Our growing comfort with self-monitoring
appears to be making us more tolerant
of sharing our data with others. Already,
nearly two-thirds of Prosumers would be
willing to disclose all their personal health
information so pharmaceutical companies
could better monitor their health.
This finding is a little astonishing for two
reasons: First, as we explore later in this
report, people’s trust in Big Pharma is
not especially high. And second, we hear
every few weeks about yet another breach
exposing our personal data. People are
willing to share their data despite such
concerns because they expect a payoff.
Around two-thirds of those surveyed are
convinced that experts will be able to use
individuals’ personal data to accurately
predict and prevent diseases. And around
4 in 10 expect that supercomputers
ultimately will cure all diseases by
analyzing the masses of available data.

I am willing to give all my personal health
information to pharmaceutical companies
so they can better monitor my health

PROSUMERS

63%

MAINSTREAM

50%

MILLENNIALS

55%

GEN XERS

5 3%

BOOMERS

4 4%

% agreeing strongly/somewhat
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In the future, we will be able to use technology and personal data to accurately
predict what diseases we will develop and to take steps to prevent them

77%
62 %

PROSUMERS
MAINSTREAM

In the future, supercomputers will cure all diseases
by analyzing millions of pieces of data

52 %
39 %

PROSUMERS
MAINSTREAM

DNA: The Ultimate Hack
It is one thing to know one’s
cholesterol levels, resting heart
rate, and body mass index and quite
another to unlock the secrets
of one’s DNA. Plenty of us are
primed to do just that. In the
US alone, more than 12 million
people have had their DNA
analyzed via a direct-to-consumer
test kit——and that number is
expected to soar.
Why are so many of us eager to
access and analyze our genetic
material? Healthcare is in the
process of shifting its focus
from cures to prevention,
and DNA is key to that
progression. For many,
this potential for progress
outweighs privacy concerns.

Currently, around 7 in 10
respondents would be willing to
take a DNA test to evaluate their
health risks. This willingness is
highest in Russia and Ukraine (89%)
and lowest in Germany and the
Netherlands (56%).
Beyond submitting to DNA tests,
a majority are willing to share the
results with their health insurers
in exchange for free testing. Such
freebies may not be necessary
for some given the affordability of
current testing services. For $199,
23andMe will unlock the secrets of
your ancestral genome and disclose
your genetic health risks and carrier
status for numerous diseases
and conditions.

In the future,
healthcare will focus
more on preventing
diseases than on
curing them

PROSUMERS

79 %

MAINSTREAM

68%

I would be willing to
take a DNA/genetic
code test to evaluate
potential health risks

PROSUMERS

8 1%

MAINSTREAM

68%

I would be willing
to share my DNA/
genetic code test
results with my health
insurer if they paid for
the testing

PROSUMERS

65%

MAINSTREAM

5 3%

% agreeing strongly/somewhat
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Beyond basic testing, 6 in 10
Prosumers would feel
comfortable allowing a private
company to modify their genetic
codes in order to prevent or

cure a disease. In this digital age,
we have become a society of
hackers, and around half of us
are already willing to hack our
own DNA. Agreement levels on

this question ranged from more
than 60% in Brazil, Cambodia,
India, and the Philippines to
just 20% in Indonesia.

I would feel comfortable letting a private company modify my
DNA/genetic code in order to prevent/cure a disease

We wanted to know under what
circumstances people would
be willing to have their genetic
code edited, and so we offered
a number of scenarios. The
responses made it clear that
genetic manipulation enjoys

broad support only when the
objective is to prevent serious
health issues or preserve one’s
mental faculties in old age.
None of the other potential
benefits——including increased
intelligence or athletic ability,

PROSUMERS

60%

MAINSTREAM

45%

MILLENNIALS

5 1%

GEN XERS

47 %

BOOMERS

4 4%

extended lifespans, and improved
looks——was deemed by more
than a third of the sample to be
sufficient reason to mess with
nature’s handiwork.
% agreeing strongly/somewhat
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I would be willing to edit my DNA/genetic code if: (Choose all that apply.)
It ensured I would avoid
certain health issues

6 4%

It would ensure my mind
stays sharp in old age

6 1%

6 6%

It would keep me at my ideal
weight no matter what I ate

32 %

28%

14%

M=MILLENNIALS

4 6%

57 %

It would make me more
physically attractive

27 %

It would make me
a better athlete

19%

4 6%

It would raise
my IQ/intelligence

26%

21%

X=GEN XERS

5%
B=BOOMERS

28%

19%

It ensured I would live
to be 200 years old

13%

Some other
reason

5%

35%

22%

20 %

1 5%

I would never be willing to
edit my DNA/genetic code

5%

3%

19%

24%

2 5%
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A Few Hurdles Remain
For the editing of genomes to
become mainstream, a number
of deterrents will need to be
overcome. The first is price:
There is a pervasive sense

that advances in medicine
unfairly benefit the wealthy.
Consequently, around half the
sample believe that gene editing
should be free for everyone.

Advances in medicine are most likely to
benefit the wealthy and well insured

This speaks to people’s sense
that advanced healthcare is a
basic right rather than a luxury
and that no one should receive
preferential treatment.

Modifying DNA/genetic codes
should be free for everyone

PROSUMERS

70 %

PROSUMERS

6 1%

MAINSTREAM

67 %

MAINSTREAM

48%

% agreeing strongly/somewhat
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The second hurdle is far more
imposing: As with any major advance,
people are concerned about
unintended consequences. Around
half the sample worry that genetic
tinkering will drastically alter the
human race. Amplified humans may
be a big box-office draw (at the time
of writing, Avengers: Infinity War was
smashing records), but that is not
translating into a desire to create
superhumans in real life. A majority
of people are also concerned that
DNA test results will be misused.

I worry that technology that allows us to
change/edit our DNA codes: (Choose all that apply.)
Will lead to misuse of our DNA/
genetic code test results

Will drastically modify
the human species

PROSUMERS

58%

PROSUMERS

45%

MAINSTREAM

57%

MAINSTREAM

45%

Will have unintended
consequences on our bodies

Will create unrealistic expectations
of beauty and body standards

PROSUMERS

57%

PROSUMERS

42%

MAINSTREAM

55%

MAINSTREAM

39%

Will give those who can afford
them an unfair advantage over
other people

Will increase life spans,
burdening the planet with
overpopulation

PROSUMERS

50%

PROSUMERS

36%

MAINSTREAM

47%

MAINSTREAM

33%

The third barrier to genetic
manipulation is tied to culture
and religious beliefs. In total,
nearly half the sample agreed
that DNA editing is going too far
and that nature should not be
modified. We can see from our
survey results, though, that such
attitudes are pliable. Only 22%
of our global sample would be
unwilling to modify their DNA
under any circumstances.
DNA/gene editing is going too far;
nature should not be modified

PROSUMERS

46%

MAINSTREAM

48%

% agreeing strongly/somewhat

None of these

PROSUMERS
MAINSTREAM

7%
10%
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The Tech Connection

Attitudes toward genetic editing
vary little between the sexes and
across age groups. The biggest
distinctions lie between countries.
Some of the nations we surveyed
are set to embrace genetic
advances, while others are far
more hesitant or even opposed to
the idea of manipulating human
DNA. Although there are certainly

cultural and religious issues at
play, the biggest factor seems to
be how much faith people have
in technology to cure our current
healthcare ills and create a
future free of disease. Perhaps
the technologically minded
simply see DNA as just another
code to perfect.

Looking at six countries, we see
that the emerging markets of
China and India are consistently
ahead of the pack when it comes
to embracing high-tech solutions
to medical problems. Respondents
in France and Germany are
significantly less keen. This may
be in part because they are
less optimistic about the role

technology will play in healthcare
going forward. The UK and
US are somewhere in the
middle——generally optimistic about
the potential for technology-driven
healthcare advances but less
convinced than the Chinese and
Indians about the extent to which
diseases will be eradicated.
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Companies that hope to create a
market for genetic editing must
take into account a population’s

embrace of technology as they
work to convince people of the
benefits of gene manipulation.

LAGGARDS

MODERATES

INNOVATORS

FRANCE

GERMANY

UK

US

CHINA

INDIA

30%

26%

24%

22%

8%

19%

DNA to prevent/cure a disease

37%

38%

46%

47 %

48%

61%

Willing to share DNA code with health
insurer in exchange for free testing

37%

4 4%

56%

60%

62%

62%

36%

21%

32%

31%

79%

57%

43%

30%

4 4%

45%

86%

79%

30%

21%

33%

27%

68%

59 %

56%

33%

61%

6 4%

8 4%

83%

47 %

31%

46%

55%

76 %

79%

Would never be willing to edit DNA

Would let private company modify

Believe supercomputers will cure all diseases

Believe tech innovations will cure all diseases

Believe robots will become personal home doctors

Believe technology and personal data
will help predict and prevent disease
Believe tech startups will play a bigger role in
healthcare than pharmaceutical companies
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Likely Consequences of the New Paradigm
A healthcare system informed by
petabytes of personal data and
empowered by the ability to edit
patients’ genes will differ from
the current system in a number of
ways. For one, DNA editing has the
potential to reverse the current
healthcare equation. Whereas we
used to accept that we could not
change our heredity and therefore
had to control our behaviors to
remain healthy, soon we may be
able to change our heredity so as
not to have to alter our lifestyles.

Another big change concerns the
players in the field: Around twothirds of Prosumers believe that
technology startups will play a
bigger role than pharmaceutical
companies in the healthcare
industry. Established tech
giants also promise to take on
an expanded role. Through its
venture capital arm, Google is
investing heavily in healthcare
and life science startups in a bid
to extend lifespans and reduce
human suffering. 23andMe, the

In the future, technology startups will play a
bigger role in healthcare than pharmaceutical
companies

DNA-testing company, is branching
out into biotech. In partnership
with Pfizer and Lundbeck, the
company will apply insights from
its massive store of datasets to
create genetics-informed drugs.

profitability, tech companies are
seen as pioneers driven by a desire
to innovate and craft smarter
solutions to age-old problems.
More than half the sample believe
technological advances will
ultimately eradicate all disease.

People in general are optimistic
about the direction in which tech
companies will take healthcare.
Whereas pharmaceutical
companies are widely perceived
as being focused primarily on
increasing market share and

In the future, innovations such as
nanotechnology and biotechnology
will lead to cures for all diseases

In the future, thanks to technological advances,
we won’t need medication/pills

PROSUMERS

67 %

PROSUMERS

67 %

PROSUMERS

37%

MAINSTREAM

5 1%

MAINSTREAM

50%

MAINSTREAM

28 %

% agreeing strongly/somewhat
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WHO IS DOING IT BEST
From sprawling tech giants to highly targeted startups, a growing number of companies
are helping people to improve their health and wellness through the smart use of data.
Self-described “insurance guru” JOANY
factors in a variety of information——including
current medications and frequency of doctor
visits——to determine the best healthcare
insurer for each customer. The service is free
of charge (paid for by the insurers) and includes
assistance with billing, doctor matching, and
“healthcare hacking” (i.e., helping people get
the most out of their coverage).
Originally designed for the Qualcomm
Tricorder XPRIZE competition, Basil Leaf
Technologies’ DxtER is an at-home device that
uses personal data and a variety of sensors to
diagnose 34 health conditions, including stroke,
sleep apnea, and diabetes.

Currently, healthcare providers have to rely
on a standard set of dosages when prescribing
medications. Thanks to advances in 3D printing,
a number of companies are exploring the
potential for personalized tablets that take into
consideration factors such as age, race, weight,
and gender when determining the optimal dose.

In 2017, the first marketplace for DNA-powered
products was launched. Once users have
completed genetic testing, they can go on
Helix to purchase products that uncover
insights into their health, nutritional needs,
ancestry, and more.

One of the most frustrating challenges in
managing ADHD, anxiety, and other mental
health conditions is determining which
medication——or combination of
medicines——works best. GeneSight
uses psychotropic testing to analyze
a patient’s genes to determine which
drugs are likely to be most effective.
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3

REIMAGINING
THE
HEALTHCARE
INDUSTRY

A New Relationship with HCPs
In this new healthcare universe
centered on prevention and driven
by our personal and collective
data, people’s relationships with
their healthcare providers (HCPs)
are bound to change. At present,
most people say they have open
and honest communication with
their primary doctors. But how

long can the traditional doctorpatient relationship hold when
the balance of power is shifting
so radically? Bolstered by a vast
universe of information and the
ability to monitor their own health
through apps and at-home devices,
people are becoming less fearful
of challenging their doctors’

judgment and are hacking together
their own personalized health
plans. For around 1 in 5 Prosumers
and millennials, health-focused
Facebook chats already are a
more comfortable alternative to
face-to-face discussions with a
specialist. As health-centered
online communities continue to

proliferate, HCPs will need to figure
out how to compete——or, better
yet, how to participate as trusted
advisors.

I have open and honest communication with my primary doctor

PROSUMERS

8 3%

MAINSTREAM

75%

MILLENNIALS

72%

GEN XERS

78 %

BOOMERS

8 3%

% agreeing strongly/somewhat
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I would be more likely to ask for
a second medical opinion today
than I would have been in the past

I am afraid to ask my healthcare
specialist for a different treatment
or to challenge his/her opinion
even if I have doubts about it

I would feel more comfortable
discussing my health issues in a
private Facebook group than
with my specialist

Doctors are better at prescribing
drugs than they are at listening
to people and helping them
adopt a treatment that is
exactly right for them

MILLENNIALS

65%

MILLENNIALS

37 %

MILLENNIALS

2 1%

PROSUMERS

6 1%

GEN XERS

69 %

GEN XERS

3 1%

GEN XERS

17 %

MAINSTREAM

55%

BOOMERS

6 6%

BOOMERS

19 %

BOOMERS

4%
% agreeing strongly/somewhat

A major issue the healthcare
community will need to address
is the perception that doctors are
too quick to prescribe drugs rather

than treat each patient as a unique
individual. As people focus ever
more on maintaining their holistic
wellness rather than simply reacting

to each illness that comes their way,
HCPs will need to provide a very
different level of partnership.
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The Doctor Is In Everywhere
One thing we can be sure of
is that technology will play
an increasingly large role in
the patient-HCP relationship.
Speaking at the Health Innovation
Summit in San Francisco in 2012,
Silicon Valley investor Vinod
Khosla predicted that 80% of
doctors would be replaced by
machines in a healthcare future
driven by entrepreneurs rather
than medical professionals.
Eventually, he said, doctors would
not be needed at all. Though such
a view may be extreme, the reality
is that more and more hospital jobs
are being automated. In the US, it
is expected that 1 in 3 surgeries
will be performed using robotic
systems within the next
three years.
Artificial intelligence is sure to
reshape primary care practices
as well. Around three-quarters
of Prosumers and nearly 6 in 10
mainstream consumers would

like to be able to consult their
doctors remotely with the help of
technology. And more than a third
of the global sample are convinced
that robots ultimately will serve as
our personal in-home doctors.
The enthusiasm for telemedicine
is easy to understand. Who
wouldn’t want the convenience
of consulting with an HCP or an
AI-driven alternative from the
comfort of home? This is not to say
there are no reservations. Around
half of millennials are convinced
that telemedicine will lead to
misdiagnoses, and 4 in 10 global
respondents fear it will weaken the
patient-doctor relationship. On
the flipside, around a third of the
sample believe telemedicine will
save them money and make them
more likely to seek routine
medical help.

I would like to be able to consult my doctor
remotely with the help of technology

PROSUMERS

76%

MAINSTREAM

58%

In the future, robots will become
our personal home doctors

PROSUMERS

43%

MAINSTREAM

3 3%

% agreeing strongly/somewhat
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Telemedicine (consultation, diagnosis, treatment, etc., conducted via smartphone or online):
(Choose all that apply.)

Will prompt me to have more frequent
checkups since it is more convenient

Will lead to misdiagnoses

Will weaken the
patient-doctor relationship

MILLENNIALS

47 %

39 %

37%

GEN XERS

42 %

39 %

3 5%

BOOMERS

4 3%

4 6%

29%

Will save me a lot of money because I
won’t have to go to a practitioner’s office
or the hospital unless it is necessary

Will give doctors more time to act as
advisors/coaches by reducing timeconsuming repetitive tasks

Will put my privacy at risk given that my
medical information could be hacked

MILLENNIALS

3 4%

3 3%

32 %

GEN XERS

3 5%

3 3%

29%

BOOMERS

2 6%

30%

32 %

(e.g., nurses, administrative assistants)

Will be something only
the rich can afford

None of these

MILLENNIALS

32 %

1 5%

7%

GEN XERS

27 %

17 %

8%

BOOMERS

2 5%

1 6%

10%

Will undermine and eventually
eliminate traditional healthcare jobs

(no need to leave my home)
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WHO IS DOING IT BEST
New digital solutions are taking some pain points out of modern healthcare.
House calls used to be a standard practice
for doctors. Now a startup called Heal is
bringing them back. For a flat fee of $99 (for the
uninsured), a licensed doctor will arrive at the
patient’s door for a truly personal consultation.
With each visit lasting an average of 31 minutes,
the doctor has time to meet the family, examine
current prescriptions and supplements, and
even offer nutrition advice based on what’s
in the refrigerator and pantry.

Seattle-based design firm Artefact has
created a new concept of healthcare in the
age of artificial intelligence. Aim is a system
that integrates wearables, in-home monitors,
smartphone apps, and AI diagnostics to allow
individuals (and their HCPs) to better track and
understand their bodies and health conditions.
As needed, a self-driving clinic would be called
to the patient’s location to provide more
advanced diagnostics.

With a goal of being the “Airbnb of healthcare,”
WELL is building a blockchain-powered
platform that will offer telemedicine, clinics,
health data storage, and personalized services
around the world. Users will be able to tap into
a global network of doctors and specialists
and receive medical support in their native
language. The network will use WELL tokens to
eliminate issues with cross-border payments.
Breakthrough is making it easier for people
to get help with mental health issues such as
anxiety, PTSD, and depression. Customers
can choose from among 1,000 specialists,
and sessions are conducted online.
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Moving Beyond Pills
to Making Life Better
And what of pharmaceutical
companies? How will they fare in
this new healthcare paradigm?
The good news is that most
people believe drugmakers are

making headway in helping to treat
and even cure life-threatening
diseases. The bad news is that
the industry suffers from a poor
reputation.

I believe pharmaceutical companies are making progress in
helping to treat and cure important life-threatening diseases

76%

64%

PROSUMERS

MAINSTREAM

% agreeing strongly/somewhat
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At a time when trust in institutions
in general is low, only around
half our global sample trust
pharmaceutical companies
to provide them with safe
medications. Moreover, more

I trust pharmaceutical
companies to provide me
with safe medications

I do not trust any
healthcare company to
be my advocate and do
the right thing for me

% agreeing strongly/somewhat

than a third of respondents
do not trust any healthcare
company——whether a
pharmaceutical company, an
insurer, or even a hospital——to
do what is right for them.

59%

52%

PROSUMERS

MAINSTREAM

35%

36%

PROSUMERS

MAINSTREAM

Two-thirds of respondents are
convinced that most healthcare
brands would rather make money off
them than help them get well. It is little
surprise, then, that 85% support
increased regulation of drug pricing.

Most healthcare
brands would rather
make money off me
than help me get well

Governments should
do more to regulate the
pricing of medication

66%

65%

PROSUMERS

MAINSTREAM

90%

84%

PROSUMERS

MAINSTREAM
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On the whole, most people
simply do not feel that pharma
companies have their best
interests at heart. Eight in
10 respondents believe
drugmakers are not doing
enough to reduce people’s need
for medication. Many people

Pharmaceutical
companies should do
more to help people
reduce their need
for medication

Pharmaceutical
companies should be
held responsible for
the rise in people’s
addiction to opioids
and other drugs

% agreeing strongly/somewhat

are also frustrated by Big Pharma’s
perceived unwillingness to
be held accountable for the
abuse of its products.
There are at least a couple of
steps the industry should be
taking to rebuild trust: One

PROSUMERS

87 %

MAINSTREAM

78 %

PROSUMERS

6 1%

MAINSTREAM

55%

is to make a greater effort to
communicate the benefits and
risks of medications. At present,
direct-to-consumer prescription
drug advertising is permitted
in only two markets——New
Zealand and the US——and yet
the vast majority of people

in all 27 countries surveyed
agreed with the need for greater
transparency. This suggests
that the information currently
being shared in pharmaceutical
inserts——typically in tiny
type——is insufficient.

Pharmaceutical companies should be more transparent
about the actual benefits and risks of their medications

92%

85%

PROSUMERS

MAINSTREAM
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Drugmakers also need to do a
better job of creating meaningful
connections with consumers.
This will require being perceived
as genuine partners in health
and as innovators on par with
tech companies. We know from
our study that a majority of
people would like their health
insurers to provide them with

free health management devices.
That makes sense, since insurers
have a clear incentive to keep
their customers healthy. How can
drugmakers better establish that
they, too, are genuinely interested
in people’s health rather than
focused exclusively on profiting
from costly and extended disease
management?

Havas Lynx considers today’s
consumer-driven environment
less of a challenge than an
opportunity. In its 2013 Good
Pharma report, the company
noted: “Patients are keener than
ever for information and tools to
help them understand and manage
their condition. The modern age
of digital self-empowerment has

provided a range of platforms and
structures through which pharma
can interact with these patients.”
The impetus for pharmaceutical
companies now, the report says,
is to no longer be about making
pills and instead be about
making lives better.

My health insurer should provide me with free devices
so I can better monitor and manage my health

76%

61%

PROSUMERS

MAINSTREAM

% agreeing strongly/somewhat
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WHO IS DOING IT BEST
In the new environment, pharmaceutical companies, insurers, and other
healthcare brands are seeking to partner with consumers in ways that
ease the wellness journey and improve quality of life.
Research by Merck found that a majority
of unpaid caregivers (typically family
members) feel their own health has suffered
as a consequence of the time they devote to
caregiving. To recognize and support these
people, the pharmaceutical company has
launched Embracing Carers, an initiative
intended to increase global awareness of the
issue and drive action——both legislative and
within healthcare systems——to reduce the
burden on caregivers.

Oscar was created to be a different kind of
health insurance company. Each member is
assigned a concierge team that helps——via an
app——with everything from locating HCPs and
scheduling appointments to resolving billing
issues. Subscribers in New York City have
access to a members-only, full-service primary
care practice. And subscribers in all locations
can earn $1 a day toward an Amazon gift card
for hitting their step goals.
In 2017, Novartis launched elevateMS, a
health-tracking app that allows people to
contribute to multiple sclerosis research via
their smartphones. Individuals do not need to
suffer from MS to participate; the company is
crowdsourcing data about daily activities and
environments so as to better understand——and
alleviate——the daily challenges of people with MS.

To reduce its customers’ costs, CVS Health is
providing real-time pricing information to HCPs
before a prescription is filled. The intent is for
doctors to be aware of the actual cost to their
patient (after insurance), so that they can select
a less-expensive alternative, if available.
Havas Lynx is working with Teva to increase
organ donations. The “Speed Donating”
campaign helps viewers step into the shoes of
people awaiting transplants and is successfully
driving organ donation registrations.
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WHAT IT
MEANS
Health is no longer a discrete
factor in our lives. It is now top of
mind throughout the day for many
of us, affecting our behaviors and
brand choices. With a healthcare
system that is increasingly
difficult to navigate, there is
more opportunity than ever
before for brands to create
meaningful connections by
supporting their customers
along the healthcare journey.
This latest Prosumer study has
found that people are eager for the
healthcare industry to advance,
including through the smarter use
of data and DNA. While healthcare
providers are the most natural
partners along this journey, many
are failing to innovate quickly

enough to keep up with their
digitally plugged-in patients.
Pharmaceutical companies and
insurers, too, need to get better
about innovating——and, critically,
about communicating those
innovations and the reasons
consumers should reward them
with their trust. Whether taking
control of their health with the aid
of a flesh-and-blood doctor, an
AI-driven interface, or a consumer
brand, people are seeking partners
who will empower them to live
better longer.
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ABOUT
THE
STUDY
The survey sample
was made up of 21%
leading-edge PROSUMERS

In February/March 2018, Havas partnered with
Market Probe International to survey 9,447 men
and women ages 18+ in 27 markets:

Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Cambodia, Canada,
China, the Czech Republic, Denmark, France,
Germany, India, Indonesia, Ireland, Italy, Laos,
Malaysia, Myanmar, the Netherlands, the Philippines,
Russia, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, Spain, Ukraine,
the United Arab Emirates, the United Kingdom,
and the United States.

Who Are Prosumers?
Prosumers are today’s leading influencers and
market drivers. They have been a focus of Havas
studies for more than a decade. Beyond their own

MILLENNIALS

GEN XERS

BOOMERS

ages 18–34

ages 35–54

ages 55+

economic impact, Prosumers are important because
they influence the brand choices and consumption
behaviors of others. What Prosumers are doing

Prosumer and mainstream respondents
are segmented into the above generations.

today, mainstream consumers will likely be
doing 6 to 18 months from now. Learn more at
http://download.havas.com/prosumer-reports/.
and 79% MAINSTREAM
consumers.

Due to rounding, some figures
do not add up to 100%.
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FIND OUT MORE ABOUT PROSUMER REPORTS

http://download.havas.com/prosumer-reports/

Or contact Robin Lewis,
Global Network Project Manager,

Follow us on Twitter @prosumer_report

at robin.lewis@havas.com

Prosumer Reports is a series of thought leadership publications by Havas——part of a global initiative to share information and insights, including our own
proprietary research, across the Havas network of agencies and client companies. The Havas Worldwide network is a communications industry leader
that delivers integrated solutions to leading brands. Headquartered in New York, the network brings together 11,000 experts in 75 countries and is the largest
unit of the Havas Group. For more information, visit havas.com, or follow Havas on Twitter (@havas) and Facebook (www.facebook.com/HavasCreative).
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